We report on the phase separation of methyl methacrylate (MMA) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) during bulk freeradical polymerization. The phase separation is induced when the reaction is initiated at room temperature by the redox reaction of benzoyl peroxide in the presence of an amine. During the reaction, the ratio of MMA and PMMA changes continuously. Separation into MMA-rich and PMMA-rich phases coincides with the onset of the Trommsdorff effect. At room temperature, the interface between the two phases remains, even after drying the remaining monomer. When the sample is annealed above the glass transition temperature T g , the interface disappears. Due to the frozen dynamics of the polymer chains, subsequent cooling below T g does not result in further phase separation. This result provides evidence for the existence of rich, thermodynamically stable states, which are typically suppressed due to the frozen dynamics of polymers at temperatures below the T g , after thermal processing above the T g .
Introduction
Methacrylate polymers, including poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), have applications in the fields of coatings [1] , dental fillings [2, 3] , and fiber-reinforced composite materials [4, 5] . Because many of the initiators and most of the formed polymers are soluble in the monomer, bulk freeradical polymerization can be conducted [6] . The use of a redox reaction generates radicals under milder conditions (i.e., at room temperature) relative to other types of initiation processes. Although this type of polymerization reaction provides a polymer manufacturing method that does not require postprocess annealing, the high latent heat of polymerization combined with the autoacceleration nature [7] [8] [9] (known as the Trommsdorff effect or gel effect) can limit the size scale of components that can be made without boiling the monomer, even in ambient temperature environments [4] .
Methyl methacrylate (MMA) and PMMA are understood to be miscible [10] . Phase separation of PMMA and MMA at or above room temperature has not been previously reported in the open literature, likely because of their very slow and complex polymer dissolution kinetics [11, 12] . To dissolve PMMA in MMA at room temperature, the MMA solvent has to diffuse into PMMA and form a rubbery layer on the surface of the glassy PMMA. Chain disentanglement occurs in the rubbery region, and the disentangled polymer molecules can move into the MMA solvent [11] . These processes become extremely slow as the polymer concentration increases. For example, at room temperature, it takes approximately 1 day to dissolve 20 wt% PMMA (Mw = 99 kg/mol, PDI = 1.2) in MMA and~1 week to dissolve 30 wt% PMMA in MMA. We found that even after 1 month of stirring, 50 wt% PMMA will not completely dissolve in MMA. The slow kinetics make it difficult to differentiate equilibrium and nonequilibrium thermodynamics. This same issue also arises with many other polymer systems. While the regimes of melt dynamics and dilute-to-semidilute polymer solution dynamics are well defined, there have been few reports regarding the highly concentrated regime [13] . Recently, Tran-Cong-Miyata et al. investigated the MMA/PMMA/poly(ethyl acrylate) (PEA) system and reported a polymerization-induced phase separation via photoinitiation of MMA [14, 15] . In this system, as the reaction proceeds, PMMA is formed, and polymer (PMMA)-polymer (PEA) phase separation takes place. They noticed that the phase separation event has some correlation with the Trommsdorff effect.
In this paper, we investigated bulk free-radical polymerization of MMA [16] using the redox reaction of benzoyl peroxide (BPO) with N,N-dimethyl-p-toluidine (DMT) as an initiation reaction at room temperature. We found that a phase separation into monomer-rich and polymer-rich phases occurs at the same time as the onset of the Trommsdorff effect. The postprocessing analysis suggests that this phase separation mechanism depends on the path (i.e., temperature and polymer fraction).
Experimental methods

Sample preparation
MMA, DMT, and BPO (Luperox AFR40) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The MMA inhibitor was removed using prepacked column inhibitor removers (SigmaAldrich). PMMA (Mw = 99 kg/mol, PDI = 1.2) was obtained from commercial sources and used as received. The molar ratio for the reaction of MMA, DMT, and BPO was 269:1:1. First, DMT was mixed with MMA using a magnetic stirrer for at least 30 min. Subsequently, a total of 6 g of MMA, DMT, and BPO was mixed in a 20 ml scintillation vial. For characterization, the scintillation vial was broken with a hammer. Small samples from the top and bottom were obtained using a wire cutter. To stop the reaction at a certain reaction time, a scintillation vial was frozen in liquid nitrogen. Subsequently, the vial was broken with a hammer, and a sample was taken. Then, the obtained sample (6 g) was dissolved in THF (200 ml). The solution was further diluted in THF (2 mg/ml) for size exclusion chromatography (SEC) measurements.
Temperature measurement using thermocouples
Temperature as a function of time was measured using thermocouples and a data logger from National Instruments. J-Type thermocouples were connected to a 4-Ch thermocouple input (NI 9211), and data were collected with a USB data logger (NI cDAQ-9171). To avoid evaporation, a hole was drilled in a lid with an aluminum backing, and a thermocouple was inserted through the hole. In addition, the gap between the lid and the thermocouple was sealed using vacuum bag sealant tape.
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy JEOL ECS-400 and ECX-400 spectrometers were used to record 1 H and 13 C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra, respectively, in deuterated chloroform at room temperature.
Size exclusion chromatography
The number-and weight-averaged molecular weights (M n and M w , respectively) were determined by SEC in tetrahydrofuran (flow rate at 0.8 ml/min) as the eluent at 40°C using a system consisting of a JASCO PU-2080-Plus (pump), JASCO DG-2080-53 (degasser), Chromato Science CS-300 C (thermostat chamber), Tosoh TSK-gel GMHHR-N (column), and JASCORI-2031-Plus (RI detector). The molecular weights were calibrated using standard polystyrenes (Tosoh Corporation, Ltd., Japan).
Thermal analysis
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (TA instruments Q200) measurements were performed with a temperature ramp rate of 10°C/min and a peak temperature of 160°C. A second heating cycle was performed after the samples had relaxed to 30°C; the second heating cycle followed the same conditions as the initial heating cycle. Temperature and enthalpy calibrations were carried out using indium melt. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using TA instruments Q50 at a heating rate of 10°C/min in a nitrogen stream. (Fig. 1d ). As captured in Fig. 1f , the phase separation events occurred at different positions in the vial. These phase-separated regions tended to merge. Driven by the density differences, a phase moves up to the top layer ( Fig. 1f-k) . After~119 min, the reaction finished, and the interface between the two layers remained. The events captured in Fig. 1e through k occurred within 5 min. Figure 2 shows the temperature profile during the reaction. After initiation, the temperature gradually increased for~70 min and then increased steeply at the onset of the Trommsdorff effect. Interestingly, phase separation and the Trommsdorff effect coincided. This may suggest that the slowing down of polymer dynamics at a certain concentration causes both the Trommsdorff effect and phase separation. While the phase separation into two layers was the main event, the top layer seemed unstable for a while. Indeed, we often observed further phase separation within the top layer. This instability may be the reason why the top layer appears white in the video and pictures. The second phase separation within the top layer, however, could not be reproduced in the same manner. The reason for this could be the stochastic nature of the event, the sensitive competition between kinetics and thermodynamics, and the complicated redox reaction mechanism of BPO and the amine. Figure 3 presents the TGA results of the top and bottom layers just after the reaction (120 min after initiation). The 16% weight loss of the top-layer sample at~100°C indicates the presence of the remaining MMA. Conversely, there was no clear peak at~100°C from the bottom-layer sample. Because~2% of the weight was lost below 150°C, a fraction of monomer or oligomer was present in the bottom layer; thus, the top layer was relatively MMA-rich, while the bottom layer was relatively PMMA-rich. Due to the ongoing chemical reaction, the ratio of MMA and PMMA changed continuously, even after the phase separation. Additionally, evaporation and condensation may have increased the amount of MMA remaining in the top layer. The majority of the remaining polymer burned off between 250 and 420°C. There were two steps for this burning process (i.e., two maxima from the derivative curve). The low-temperature peak corresponds to the degradation of unsaturated end groups generated by disproportionation, while the higher peak originates from random scissions within the polymer chain [17] . TGA data show that 36.7% and 42.4% of polymer from the top and bottom layers, respectively, contained unsaturated end groups. This slight difference in content may imply a change in the reaction mechanism before and after the onset of the Trommsdorff effect, as discussed later with respect to Fig. 5 . Fig. 1 Selected photographs during the bulk polymerization of PMMA at different times (a-o) after the initiation of the reaction. The corresponding video is provided in the Supporting Information. The shiny region at the top of the sample is the meniscus Fig. 2 The temperature profile as a function of time during bulk polymerization. The phase separation was observed in the time range indicated with a purple background The molecular weight distribution and thermal properties are provided in Fig. 4 . Prior to measurements, the top-and bottom-layer samples were kept under vacuum (0.6 kPa) overnight. The molecular weight distributions of PMMA in the top layer and bottom layer measured by SEC are presented in Fig. 4a , c. They are significantly different. Although both layer samples show signatures of bimodal distributions at similar peak positions, the top layer is lowmolecular-weight-rich, while the bottom layer is highmolecular-weight-rich. Indeed, the average molecular weights of the top-and bottom-layer samples were 44,000 and 91,400, respectively. In Fig. 4b, d , DSC data are plotted. Because the samples were not annealed, enthalpy relaxation was observed from the first heating as an endothermic peak [18, 19] . It is known that the change in the packing of glass due to physical aging causes enthalpy relaxation [20] . Enthalpy relaxation also depends on the drying process [21] . The value of enthalpy relaxation of the top layer (5.21 J/g) is much higher than that of the bottom layer (0.36 J/g). This indicates that the thermodynamic states of these two glasses are different [22, 23] , probably due to the different drying processes resulting in different amounts of the remaining monomer. The glass transition temperatures were obtained from the middle point of the second heating cycle. The top and bottom layers show similar values (Table 1) , which is reasonable given that the average molecular weights of both layers were high enough that the effect of the molecular weight on T g is small [24] . The values are lower than the reported values for PMMA with similar molecular weights because of the effect of the remaining monomers and oligomers [24] . Indeed, the same PMMA sample showed a much higher T g after purification by reprecipitation ( Figure S1 ). The molecular weight distribution and thermal properties are summarized in Table 1. To better understand the different molecular weight distributions in the top and bottom layers, the evolution of the molecular weight distribution as a function of reaction time was investigated (Fig. 5) . In this experiment, a total of 6 g of the entire sample at different reaction times was frozen in liquid nitrogen and dissolved in the same amount of THF (see Experimental Methods). Separate analyses of the top and bottom layers could not be conducted due to the difficulty of the experiment. Because the monomer did not contribute to the signal, the intensity of the profile increased as the reaction proceeded. Another interesting change was the smooth increase in the average molecular weight up to 60 min after the initiation, which was due to the increase in the viscosity of the sample as the fraction of formed polymer increased. As is the case for uncontrolled radical polymerization in general, the obtained molecular weight was high and the distribution was broad. After 60 min of reaction time, the molecular weight distribution fundamentally changed, corresponding to the onset of the Trommsdorff effect. Due to the frozen dynamics of the polymer, the termination kinetics suddenly slowed down [8, 9] . Thus, the molecular weight of the formed polymer was much higher than that before the onset of the Trommsdorff effect. These data are in good agreement with similar reported measurements [14, 25] . Based on these data, the lower and higher molecular weights of the bimodal molecular distribution correspond to the polymer formed before and after the onset of the Trommsdorff effect, respectively. The negligible indication of a higher molecular weight peak in the top layer (Fig. 4a) implied that the monomer concentration in the top layer was reasonably high and the phase did not reach the onset of the Trommsdorff effect. Once phase separation occurs between lower-molecularweight PMMA and MMA, the two phases continue to polymerize but are drastically different. Due to the high Fig. 3 TGA profile of (a) the top and (b) bottom layers immediately after the reaction (2 h after initiation). The~16% weight loss at~100°C for the top-layer sample corresponds to the loss of the monomer (MMA). In contrast, almost no monomer was found in the bottom-layer sample concentration of polymer, the bottom layer undergoes the Trommsdorff effect and forms a high-molecular-weight polymer. In the top layer, the relatively lower concentration of polymer dampens the effect of the Trommsdorff effect, and a high-molecular-weight polymer does not form. In the top layer, MMA is consumed both by the reaction and evaporation. In this scenario, the different molecular weight Table 1 Summary of molecular weights and thermal properties of the top and the bottom layer sample. T max, 1 and T max, 2 correspond to the low-and high-temperature maxima observed from the derivative data of TGA, respectively. The enthalpy relaxation ΔH relax was obtained from the endothermic peak area around T g in Fig. 4 Top layer Bottom layer C NMR results of (c) the top layer and (d) bottom layer. Because the reaction is an uncontrolled radical polymerization, the stereochemical structures of the obtained PMMA are atactic. The ratio of the meso (m) and raceme (r) were analyzed using the 13 C NMR signal, denoted as "c" in the schematic in Fig. 6a . The indicated three peaks in Fig. 6c, d correspond to the stereochemical structure, (mm), (mr), and (rr), respectively, from the high chemical shift. The integration ratios obtained from the top and bottom layers ((mm)/(mr)/(rr)) were 1.4:33.4:65.2 (top layer) and 1.6:33.2:65.2 (bottom layer). From these ratios, the meso/raceme ratios from the top and bottom layers were found to be 18.1:81.9 (top layer) and 18.2:81.8 (bottom layer). The meso/raceme ratios from the top and bottom layers were similar, suggesting that the stereochemistry is not the cause of the phase separation. The meso/raceme ratio is governed by the reaction environment and temperature [26] [27] [28] . The values obtained from our sample are consistent with the literature values, indicating that the temperatures of the top and bottom layers are not significantly different. The meso/raceme ratio was also checked by 1 H NMR with 1 H, denoted as "b" in the schematic in Fig. 6a . The obtained values are summarized in Table S1 . They are in good agreement with the values from 13 C NMR. To further examine the mechanism of the phase separation, we calculated the Gibbs free energy of mixing MMA and PMMA following the classical Flory-Huggins theory based on the lattice model (see Supplemental Information for the procedure). Pairwise interaction energies define the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters (χ). In the lattice model, a polymer is considered as connected repeating units, each of which occupies a single lattice site, similar to a solvent molecule. Phase separation occurs when there is a polymer fraction range where the Gibbs free-energy curve is the upper concave in the plot. Since these χ parameters are somewhat different for the monomer and the polymer, the Flory-Huggins theory predicts phase separation, as shown in Figure S2 ; however, the temperature predicted (approximately 20 K (−253°C)) is much lower than that experimentally determined in this study (room temperature, 25°C). It is common that while the classical Flory-Huggins theory qualitatively predicts phase behavior, the prediction does not agree quantitatively with experiments [13] . The origin of this discrepancy is still debated [29] . H. Tanaka proposed a new type of phase separation, namely, viscoelastic phase separation, that is caused by the presence of slow and fast dynamics in a single system [30, 31] . Given that the dynamics of MMA and PMMA are totally different at room temperature, this phase separation may be caused by the viscoelastic phase separation.
Results and discussion
The effect of the treatment after the reaction is discussed with respect to Fig. 7 . Immediately after the samples cooled to room temperature, the top layer was still soft (gel-like), while the bottom layer was reasonably hard due to remaining monomer, as detected by TGA (Fig. 3) . When the sample was suddenly dried under vacuum or heated above 100°C (e.g., by placing the vial directly in a 150°C oven or applying 0.6 kPa for 3 h), voids formed almost exclusively in the top layer because of the sudden boiling of the monomer. Through the Clausius-Clapeyron relation, as pressure decreases, so does the boiling temperature. On the other hand, when the monomer was slowly evaporated at ambient pressure (e.g., by opening the lid and placing the vial in a fume hood for 3 days), the top layer became hard without bubble formation, and the clear interface remained between the top and bottom layers. The interface only disappeared when the sample was annealed overnight at 130°C, which is above the glass transition temperature [32] . Importantly, once the sample was annealed, phase separation did not occur when the sample was cooled again to room temperature. In other words, the existence of the phase separation mechanism depends on the path (i.e., temperature and polymer fraction) chosen for the sample fabrication.
The concept of these findings is summarized in the schematic shown in Fig. 8 . We found polymerizationinduced phase separation of PMMA and MMA systems at approximately room temperature. Unlike other polymerization-induced phase separations [14, 15, [33] [34] [35] , which require more than three chemical species, this phase separation occurs in a monomer/polymer system. Our results imply that the PMMA-in-MMA system has an upper critical solution temperature above room temperature. It is difficult to observe by mixing PMMA in MMA because the dissolution kinetics of PMMA in solution are unreasonably slow for a normal experimental time scale. When the polymer fraction increases as the reaction proceeds, phase separation takes place at a time that coincides with the onset of the Trommsdorff effect. The two phases, however, will never mix at room temperature because of the frozen polymer dynamics. The two phases can mix when annealed above the glass temperature. Once mixed, however, the phases will not separate again upon cooling to room temperature because they are below the glass transition temperature. As depicted in the schematic in Fig. 8 , at high polymer fractions near room temperature, the phase formed depends on the path. There are two phases from Path 1, but there is only a single phase from Path 2. Because of the glass transition of the system, the phase of the system is governed by kinetics rather than thermodynamics in this region.
Recently, there has been growing interest in complicated phase separation behaviors, especially in biological systems in which there are many proteins in water. Different types of interactions between charges and dipoles complicate the phase stabilities [36] . Other factors, including dynamic heterogeneity [30, 31] , temperature gradient, molecular weight distributions, and density differences, may influence the phase separation. Because phase separation affects the fundamental properties of materials (e.g., mechanical, optical, and diffusion kinetics), it is of great importance to better understand the fundamental mechanisms. In this paper, we report a phase separation of a classical and well- H NMR spectra of the PMMA obtained in a the top layer and b the bottom layer. Due to the tacticity of the PMMA, protons denoted as "a" and "b" in the schematic generate multiple peaks. The tacticity of the PMMA was analyzed using 13 C NMR in c the top layer and d the bottom layer. These peaks are from 13 C and denoted as "c" in the schematic. Three corresponding diads, (mm), (mr), and (rr), where m and r denote meso and raceme, respectively, are indicated The highlighted region of the phase diagram represents a part of the phase state that depends upon the processing path: in one case (path 1), there are two phases present, in the other (path 2), the material is a single phase investigated MMA/PMMA system at room temperature. Because the appropriate conditions, including temperature, polymer fraction, and kinetics, need to be satisfied for the phase separation to occur, it has not been documented previously. This finding implies the possibility that rich phase states exist, even in a simple system, that are typically difficult to access due to slow polymer dynamics.
